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Abstract

The substitution rates of transitions are higher than expected by chance relative to those of transversions. Many have
argued that selection disfavors transversions, as nonsynonymous transversions are less likely to conserve biochemical
properties of the original amino acid. Only recently has it become feasible to directly test this selective hypothesis by
comparing the fitness effects of a large number of transition and transversion mutations. For example, a recent study of
six viruses and one beta-lactamase gene did not find evidence supporting the selective hypothesis. Here, we analyze the
relative fitness effects of transition and transversion mutations from our recently published genome-wide study of
mutational fitness effects in influenza virus. In contrast to prior work, we find that transversions are significantly
more detrimental than transitions. Using what we believe to be an improved statistical framework, we also identify a
similar trend in two HIV data sets. We further demonstrate a fitness difference in transition and transversion mutations
using four deep mutational scanning data sets of influenza virus and HIV, which provided adequate statistical power. We
find that three of the most commonly cited radical/conservative amino acid categories are predictive of fitness, support-
ing their utility in studies of positive selection and codon usage bias. We conclude that selection is a major contributor to
the transition:transversion substitution bias in viruses and that this effect is only partially explained by the greater
likelihood of transversion mutations to cause radical as opposed to conservative amino acid changes.
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Introduction
Fifty years ago, Walter Fitch noted that the nucleotide substi-
tution pattern in cytochrome c is nonrandom (Fitch 1967). If
random, transversions (purine–pyrimidine changes) should
be observed twice as often as transitions (purine to purine
or pyrimidine to pyrimidine changes) solely due to the acces-
sible mutations. However, Fitch observed that transitions are
more common than transversions. In fact, this transition–
transversion (Ts:Tv) substitution bias has been noted across
many proteins and phyla, and phylogenetic inferences ac-
count for this bias by weighting transversions more than tran-
sitions (Gojobori et al. 1982; Kumar 1996; Wakeley 1996;
Petrov and Hartl 1999; Rosenberg et al. 2003; Lynch 2010;
Duchêne et al. 2015).

The underlying reasons for this widespread Ts:Tv substitu-
tion bias are largely unknown. Two main hypotheses, which
are not mutually exclusive, have emerged to explain this phe-
nomenon: the mutational hypothesis and the selective hy-
pothesis. The mutational hypothesis holds that the transition
mutation rates of polymerases are higher than the transver-
sion rates. This hypothesis is supported by the observation of
a transitional bias in both coding and noncoding regions
(Zhang and Gerstein 2003; Jiang and Zhao 2006) as well as

mutation rate analyses showing higher transition mutation
rates (Denver et al. 2004; Pauly et al. 2017). The selective hy-
pothesis posits that natural selection disfavors transversions.
This hypothesis is based on the observation that, depending
on codon usage, nonsynonymous transitions are more likely to
conserve important biochemical properties of the original
amino acid (Vogel and Kopun 1977; Miyata et al. 1979;
Zhang 2000). For example, a mutation that changes the charge
of an amino acid is a “radical” change, whereas one that does
not is a “conservative” change. However, this provides only
indirect evidence for the selective hypothesis and the extent to
which radical/conservative distinctions are predictive of fitness
is unclear. Radical changes do occur less often than conserva-
tive ones during protein evolution. Arguments based on this
observation can be circular (Dagan et al. 2002; Yampolsky and
Stoltzfus 2005). If the transition mutation rate is higher and
transitions are more likely to be conservative, then conserva-
tive changes will occur more often simply due to the transi-
tional mutation bias. Furthermore, the radical/conservative
amino acid distinctions may be overly broad and arbitrary.
For example, the hydrophobicity of amino acids may be
more constrained for some proteins, whereas their size may
be more constrained for other proteins. One could arbitrarily
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choose a biochemical distinction that would suggest trans-
versions are more likely to be conservative.

Only recently has it become experimentally tractable to test
directly the selective hypothesis by comparing the fitness
effects of a large number of transition and transversion muta-
tions. A recent study (Stoltzfus and Norris 2016) compared the
fitness effects of missense transitions and transversions
reported in eight studies of mutational fitness effects. This
meta-analysis included: a beta-lactamase gene (TEM1), two
HIV genes (integrase and capsid), and five genome-wide studies
of viruses (Sanju�an et al. 2004; Carrasco, Dar�os, et al. 2007;
Carrasco, de la Iglesia, et al. 2007; Domingo-Calap et al. 2009;
Peris et al. 2010; Jacquier et al. 2013; Rihn et al. 2013, 2015).
Stoltzfus and Norris did not identify a statistically significant
difference in the fitness effects of transitions and transversions
(Ts–Tv) in any of the viral data sets (2016). They did find a
statistically significant difference after combining the data,
which was deemed to be of questionable biological significance.

Here, we revisit this question using our recently published
library of randomly distributed point mutations in influenza A
virus (Visher et al. 2016). In contrast to other viral data sets, we
find that transitions are significantly less detrimental than
transversions. We apply what we believe is an improved sta-
tistical framework and identify a similar trend in the HIV inte-
grase and capsid data sets (Rihn et al. 2013, 2015). We expand
our analysis to include deep mutational scanning studies of
one HIV gene and two genes from two different strains of
influenza (Bloom 2014; Doud et al. 2015; Doud and Bloom
2016; Haddox et al. 2016). The distribution of fitness effects
of transversions is shifted toward more detrimental effects
compared with transitions at some points along the fitness
distribution in each gene, and transitions are never more det-
rimental. Three of the most commonly cited radical/conser-
vative distinctions are predictive of mutational fitness effects.
However, transversions are more detrimental than transitions
even when controlling for their greater likelihood to be radical.

Results

Transitions Are Less Detrimental in Influenza A Virus
We recently published a library of 128 point mutants in in-
fluenza A virus (Visher et al. 2016). As in other studies of viral
mutational fitness effects, the substitution types were chosen
at random and the fitness values were assessed individually.
Our library contains 95 mutants distributed across the eight
genomic RNA in proportion to the size of each segment and
an additional 33 random mutations in the segments encod-
ing the surface proteins hemagglutinin (HA) and neuramin-
idase (NA). Thus, a total of 57 mutations occur in HA and NA
and 71 in the other six segments. For the present study, we
excluded 27 synonymous mutations and 6 beneficial mis-
sense mutations and considered the remaining 95 missense
transitions and transversions that had fitness values �1. We
performed our analyses on the total library (N¼ 95), the
genes encoding the internal proteins only (N¼ 53), and the
genes encoding the surface proteins only (N¼ 42) (supple-
mentary table S1, Supplementary Material online; Total,
Internal, and Surface data sets, respectively). Each of these

data subsets is larger than the analogous genome-wide data
sets of other viruses.

As described by Stoltzfus and Norris (2016), we identified
differences in the fitness effects of Ts and Tv by calculating
the area under the curve (AUC) of a receiver operating
characteristic (ROC) curve. An ROC curve plots the true
positive rate against the false positive rate of a binary clas-
sifier system as the discrimination threshold varies. Consider
a hypothetical example using a binary classifier system to
predict whether a mutation is a transition or a transversion
without prior knowledge of its identity. If the fitness of the
mutation is above a fitness level threshold, it is categorized
as a transition, and if it is below the threshold, it is catego-
rized as a transversion. The AUC is equivalent to the prob-
ability that a randomly chosen transition is more fit than a
randomly chosen transversion. The AUC can be calculated
from the Mann–Whitney U test statistic (see Materials and
Methods) (Hanley and McNeil 1982; Mason and Graham
2002). An AUC of 1 would indicate that all transitions are
more fit than all transversions, and an AUC of 0 would
indicate that all transversions are more fit than all transi-
tions. The null expectation is an AUC of 0.50. To identify the
points along the fitness distribution at which there is a Ts–
Tv difference, we calculated the AUC among mutations at or
above 10 successively higher fitness thresholds, starting at 0
and increasing each threshold by 0.10.

Using the AUC criterion, we did not find a statistically
significant difference between the fitness effects of transition
and transversion mutations across the total data set, the in-
ternal data set, or the surface (HA/NA) data set (fig. 1, relative
fitness threshold of 0). However, we detected a significant
difference when we examined only nonlethal mutations
(fig. 1, relative fitness threshold of 0.1; there were no muta-
tions with a fitness value between 0 and 0.1). Among the
viable fraction, transitions are significantly more fit than trans-
versions (AUC¼ 0.65, P¼ 0.03). This fitness difference is
more pronounced in the internal data set (AUC¼ 0.74,
P¼ 0.02) but is not present among the surface data set. As
the thresholds approach 1, the Ts–Tv difference approaches
0.5 and loses significance (perhaps due to decreasing sample
size) in both the genome-wide and internal data sets. In con-
trast, we never found transversions to be significantly more fit
than transitions. Thus, viable transitions are more fit than
viable transversions, and this fitness difference varies between
the internal and surface data sets.

Our findings in influenza differ from those in other viruses
(HIV integrase, HIV capsid, TEV, F1, VSV, Qb,/X174) (Stoltzfus
and Norris 2016). Although selective constraints could poten-
tially differ among these viruses, another factor could be the
greater statistical power of our influenza data set due to our
larger sample size as compared with the other genome-wide
viral data sets. Our influenza virus data sets were smaller, how-
ever, than those in the HIV integrase and capsid studies.

An Alternative Statistical Approach Better Captures
Ts–Tv Fitness Differences
The fact that we could only identify a significant difference in
influenza by excluding lethal mutations suggests an inherent
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bias in the AUC threshold analysis and led us to reexamine
our statistical framework. If transitions are more likely to
be lethal in influenza, this would offset their advantage
among viable mutations. More generally, as the fitness
threshold increases, the AUC reflects only the Ts–Tv dif-
ferences at the higher end of the fitness distribution. In
fact, when we applied decreasing, as opposed to increas-
ing, thresholds, many of our conclusions were opposite
from those obtained with increasing thresholds
(supplementary fig. S1, Supplementary Material online).
In this case, the influenza total data set is weighted by
strongly detrimental transitions and no fitness differences
between Ts and Tv were detected at any threshold. In the
larger HIV capsid and combined integrase and capsid data
sets, we observed a previously unrecognized, and statisti-
cally significant, Ts–Tv difference at decreasing thresholds
driven by the inclusion of strongly detrimental transver-
sions (Stoltzfus and Norris 2016).

To capture differences in the distribution of fitness effects
between transitions and transversions more completely, we
compared the empirical cumulative distribution functions
(CDF) of each mutation type. The CDF reveal only subtle
differences between transitions and transversions in the total
influenza data set, with more transitions at low fitness levels
and more transversions at intermediate fitness levels (fig. 2A,
top). The difference between transitions and transversions is
greater for the internal data set, where 75% of transversions
have a lower fitness compared with only 50% of transitions at
a fitness threshold of 0.8. However, transitions are proportion-
ally overrepresented below a fitness of 0.3. In contrast, the
AUC threshold analysis for the internal influenza data set
seems to suggest a Ts–Tv fitness difference starting at 0.1
and decreasing to no difference at 0.8 (fig. 1), precisely the
opposite of the differences in the distributions (fig. 2A).

Recognizing these issues, we implemented a different sta-
tistical approach that is an explicit comparison of the Ts and
Tv CDF and is therefore better able to resolve differences in
the distributions of fitness effects. We used 10 fitness thresh-
olds from 0 to 0.9 with a step of 0.1. At each fitness level, we
performed a Fisher test to compare the proportion of trans-
versions and transitions at or below the threshold. The esti-
mated effect size is the odds ratio for transversions to be at or
below the threshold compared with transitions. As this ap-
proach never excludes data, it is less biased by the fitness
values at the tails of the distributions. Unlike the AUC (see
fig. 1), the odds ratios closely follow the divergence in
the corresponding CDF (compare top and bottom panels
in fig. 2).

We used this approach to reanalyze data from our influ-
enza data sets as well as those for HIV integrase (IN) and
capsid (CA). Using a conservative Holm–Bonferroni correc-
tion for multiple comparisons, we did not find a statistically
significant difference between transition and transversion
mutations in influenza at any fitness level (fig. 2A, bottom).
The CDF suggests that the impact of transitions relative to
transversions at low fitness levels (0–0.3) is indeed offset by
their impact at higher ones (0.6–1). There are no significant
Ts–Tv differences in either of the two HIV data sets or in the
combined data set. However, there is a trend across the HIV
data sets suggesting that transversions are more likely to be
lethal as compared with transitions (fig. 2B, bottom, first
threshold), an effect missed by the AUC analysis. We note
that while the original HIV studies considered a fitness<0.02
to be lethal (Rihn et al. 2013, 2015); we applied a strict and
consistent criterion for lethality across the data sets and con-
sidered a fitness of 0 to be lethal.

Transversions Are More Detrimental in Larger
Influenza and HIV Data Sets
Although the influenza and HIV data sets are relatively large
for studies of viral mutational fitness effects, they sample only
a small fraction of the total number of possible point muta-
tions. The influenza library contains a median of 11 missense
mutations per gene and the HIV IN and CA data sets have 156
and 135 missense mutations, respectively. To increase our
power, we analyzed available data from deep mutational
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FIG. 1. Differences in Ts and Tv fitness effects as measured by AUC.
Transition–transversion (Ts–Tv) fitness differences as measured by
area under the curve of an ROC curve (AUC) for the total, internal,
and surface influenza data sets. To identify the points along the fitness
distribution at which there is a Ts–Tv difference, the AUC was cal-
culated among mutations at or above 10 successively higher fitness
thresholds, starting at 0 and increasing by 0.10. Filled circles denote
P<0.05 for a one-sided Mann–Whitney U test where the alternative is
transitions are more fit at that threshold. Lines shown to clarify trends
only. Plotted data and raw P values can be found at https://github.
com/lauringlab/tstv_paper, last accessed September 26, 2017.
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scanning (DMS) studies of four viral proteins: the nucleopro-
tein (NP) of influenza A/Puerto Rico/8/1934 H1N1 and influ-
enza A/Aichi/2/1968 H3N2, the HA protein from the same
strain as our mutants (influenza A/WSN/1933 H1N1), and the
HIV envelope (ENV) protein (Bloom 2014; Doud et al. 2015;
Doud and Bloom 2016; Haddox et al. 2016). Importantly,
these four studies all used the same approach and were
performed in the same laboratory.

DMS uses high-throughput mutagenesis to introduce ev-
ery single amino acid substitution in a given gene followed by
deep sequencing to measure the change in frequency of each
mutation after passage or selection. The effect of each muta-
tion is often reported as a site preference, which represents
the expected proportion of an amino acid at a site if all amino
acids at that site were present at equal proportions prior to
passaging. We derived a relative site preference from these
data by dividing the site preference for each mutant by the
site preference for the “wild-type” amino acid. We found that
relative site preference is a reasonable surrogate for relative
fitness, as they are well correlated for mutations in the
WSN33 HA gene (Spearman correlation 0.71, P¼ 2.5�10�5,
table 1). Our fitness values for WSN33 NP also exhibit a sta-
tistically significant correlation with the DMS data from the
closely related PR8 H1N1 strain, but not with the more dis-
tant H3N2 strain.

The DMS studies report changes at the amino acid level.
Therefore, for each codon in the nucleotide sequence, we
asked which amino acid substitutions could only be made
by a single transition (Ts-only) and which could only be made
by a single transversion (Tv-only). We excluded the amino
acid substitutions that were accessible by both transitions
and transversions as well as those that required more than
one mutation per codon. We then compared the relative site
preferences of Ts-only amino acid changes to those of Tv-only

using the Fisher threshold strategy. We used an initial thresh-
old of 0.05 rather than 0, since there are no site preferences of
0 in these data sets, and DMS studies are known to under-
sample the lethal fraction. The large sample sizes of the DMS
studies (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material on-
line) allowed us to use more thresholds (increasing each by
0.05 instead of 0.01), thereby identifying Ts–Tv differences in
the CDF with greater precision.

We found transversions to be significantly more detrimen-
tal than transitions at a subset of relative site preference levels
in three of the four DMS data sets (fig. 3). In NP (H3N2),
transversions tend to be more detrimental than transitions
across most of the fitness distribution, but no threshold
achieved statistical significance using a Holm–Bonferroni cor-
rection (fig. 3A). In NP (H1N1), transversions are significantly
more likely to be highly detrimental than transitions (first
threshold), and there is a trend for transversions to be
more detrimental at higher relative site preferences as well
(fig. 3A). Contrary to the trend in our smaller influenza study,
the Ts–Tv fitness differences are larger and more broadly
distributed in genes coding for the two surface proteins,
HA (H1N1) and HIV ENV (fig. 3B), as compared with the
genes coding for the internal influenza NP proteins. In HA
(H1N1), transversions are significantly more detrimental than
transitions across most of the fitness distribution. The Ts–Tv
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FIG. 2. Comparisons of the distribution of Ts and Tv fitness effects. Empirical cumulative distribution functions of transitions (solid line) and
transversions (dotted line) in our influenza data sets (A, top) and the HIV combined, integrase (IN), and capsid (CA) data sets (B, top). Odds ratios
indicate the odds of a transversion versus a transition to be at or below each of 10 relative fitness thresholds as estimated by a Fisher test for our
influenza data sets (A, bottom) and HIV data sets (B, bottom). Filled circles denote P<0.05 for a two-sided test with Holm–Bonferroni correction.
Lines shown to clarify trends only.

Table 1. Spearman Correlation between Relative Fitness and Relative
Site Preference.

Gene Number of Shared Mutations q P Value

All 52 0.64 3.80E-07
HA (H1N1) 28 0.71 2.50E-05
NP (H1N1) 12 0.80 0.002
NP (H3N2) 12 0.53 0.073
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difference is especially pronounced in HIV ENV, for which the
odds of a transversion being highly detrimental (thresholds
from 0.05 to 0.20) is 2–5 times greater than those of a tran-
sition. Across the four data sets, we never found transitions to
be significantly more detrimental than transversions, and the
odds ratio is rarely <1 for any of the data sets. Thus, with an
improved statistical approach and greater power, we found
transitions to be less damaging than transversions in proteins
from two viruses.

Differences in Ts and Tv Fitness Effects within Radical
and Conservative Substitution Classes
We next asked why transversions are more detrimental than
transitions. The genetic code constrains the type of amino
acid substitutions accessible by mutation, and it has been
proposed that transversions are more detrimental because
they are more likely to cause substitutions that radically alter
biochemical properties of the original amino acid. We there-
fore examined whether the observed fitness differences could
be explained by the differences in the accessibility of radical
versus conservative amino acid changes by transitions and
transversions.

We used the Fisher threshold strategy to test whether
radical amino acid changes are more detrimental than con-
servative changes for three of the most commonly cited bio-
chemical distinctions, which categorize amino acids based on
charge, polarity, and polarity and size, (Miyata et al. 1979;
Zhang 2000) (see supplementary table S2, Supplementary
Material online). Similar categories have been used in other
studies of protein evolution (Epstein 1967; Grantham 1974).
Radical amino acid substitutions of all three types are more
detrimental than conservative changes in the two NP pro-
teins across much of the fitness distribution (fig. 4). Radical
changes of polarity (red) and polarity and size (blue) are also

more detrimental than conservative changes in the two sur-
face proteins HA (H1N1) and HIV ENV. Radical charge
changes (black) have similar effects on fitness as compared
with conservative changes in both HA (H1N1) and HIV ENV.
Despite this variation in the impact of changes in charge,
these simple categories are remarkably predictive of fitness
effects across these four proteins.

Transversions may be more detrimental than transitions in
these four proteins if they are more likely than transitions to
cause a radical amino acid change. As above, we considered
amino acid substitutions that could only be made by a single
transition (Ts-only) or by a single transversion (Tv-only).
Using a Fisher test, we compared the odds that a Tv-only
amino acid change is radical to the odds that a Ts-only amino
acid change is radical as defined by each of the three
categories above. We considered all possible Tv-only
and Ts-only amino acid changes in these four proteins.
For all four proteins, the odds of a transversion causing a
radical change of any of these three types is significantly
greater than the odds of a transition causing a radical
change (table 2). This difference is greatest for amino
acid substitutions that affect polarity for all genes.

We next examined whether the fact that transversions are
more likely to be radical explains all of the observed differences
in Ts–Tv fitness effects in the DMS studies. If the fitness differ-
ences can be accounted for by this bias, the differences should
be eliminated when comparing both radical Ts to radical Tv
and conservative Ts to conservative Tv. Alternatively, if this
bias does not account for the difference, one would see a dif-
ference in fitness between transitions and transversions among
radical or among conservative changes of a given category.

We first compared radical transitions to radical transver-
sions. In NP (H3N2), there are no significant Ts–Tv differences
among radical charge (black) or radical polarity and size
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FIG. 3. Distribution of Ts and Tv fitness effects in deep mutational scanning data sets. Empirical cumulative distribution functions of transitions
(solid line) and transversions (dotted line) in two nucleoprotein (NP) proteins (A, top) and two antigenic surface proteins influenza hemagglutinin
(HA) and HIV envelope (ENV) (B, top). Odds ratio estimated by a Fisher test comparing the odds of a transversion versus a transition to be at or
below each of 19 fitness thresholds, beginning at a fitness of 0.05 and increasing by 0.05, for the same data sets (A and B, bottom). Filled circles
denote P<0.05 for a two-sided test with Holm–Bonferroni correction. Lines shown to clarify trends only. Plotted data and raw P values can be
found at https://github.com/lauringlab/tstv_paper, last accessed September 26, 2017.
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(blue) changes. However, among radical polarity (red) changes,
transversions are more detrimental than transitions—an effect
not seen in the overall data set (fig. 3A). In NP (H1N1), radical
transversions are more detrimental than radical transitions for
all three amino acid classifications at the first threshold (fig.
5A). In both NP proteins, the Ts–Tv fitness difference is greater
in magnitude among radical polarity changes as compared
with the differences among all mutations (the odds ratio is> 3
in fig. 5A but is� 2 in fig. 3A), indicating that controlling for
radical transversions can increase rather than eliminate Ts–Tv
differences. In HA (H1N1), there are no significant Ts–Tv differ-
ences among radical charge changes. However, among radical
polarity and polarity and size changes, transversions are more
detrimental than transitions. Similarly, in HIV ENV, there are
no Ts–Tv differences among radical charge changes (fig. 5B).
Transversions are more detrimental than transitions among
radical polarity and polarity and size changes, although to a
lesser degree as compared with overall in figure 3. Thus, even
among radical substitutions of three different amino acid cat-
egories, transitions tend to be less detrimental than
transversions.

We then compared conservative transitions to conser-
vative transversions (fig. 6). In both NP proteins, there are

no significant Ts–Tv differences among conservative
changes of all three amino acid classes (fig. 6A). In HA
(H1N1), there are no significant Ts–Tv differences among
conservative polarity or polarity and size changes.
However, transversions are more detrimental than tran-
sitions among conservative charge changes. In HIV ENV,
transversions are more detrimental than transitions
among conservative changes of all three types (fig. 6B).
Among conservative polarity and size changes, the odds
ratio at the second threshold (>6) is higher than the odds
ratios when comparing all Ts and Tv mutations (fig.
3B,<4), indicating that controlling for the conservation
of transitions can increase rather than eliminate Ts–Tv
differences. However, the Ts–Tv differences are reduced
among conservative polarity changes as compared with
overall (compare the first thresholds—the odds ratio is
�2 in fig. 6B but �5 in fig. 3B). Thus, conservative trans-
versions are more detrimental than conservative transi-
tions for these three categories in some of the data sets.

In sum, transversions are more detrimental than transi-
tions either among radical or among conservative changes of
all three amino acid classes in all four proteins (table 3). In
some cases, Ts–Tv fitness differences were increased when we
constrained the analysis to just radical or conservative
changes. For NP (H3N2), the constrained analysis revealed a
Ts–Tv fitness difference among radical polarity changes that
was not observed overall. In other cases, Ts–Tv fitness differ-
ences were eliminated or reduced, mostly when constraining
the analysis to conservative changes. Thus, these three amino
acid categories at best only partially explain the Ts–Tv fitness
differences in these proteins, with conservative transitions
and transversions generally being more similar in fitness
than overall.
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FIG. 4. Distribution of radical and conservative amino acid changes. Empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDF) of conservative (solid lines)
and radical (dotted lines) amino acid changes in deep mutational scanning data sets of two NP proteins (A, top) and two antigenic surface proteins
(B, top). Shown for amino acid changes classified by charge (black), polarity (red), and polarity and size (blue). Odds ratio estimated by a Fisher test
comparing the odds of a radical versus a conservative amino acid change to be at or below each of 19 fitness thresholds, beginning at a fitness of
0.05 and increasing in steps of 0.05, for the same data sets (A and B, bottom). Color scheme is the same as in the CDFs. Filled circles denote P<0.05
for a two-sided test with Holm–Bonferroni correction. Lines shown to clarify trends only. Plotted data and raw P values can be found at https://
github.com/lauringlab/tstv_paper, last accessed September 26, 2017.

Table 2. Tv/Ts Odds Ratio for Causing a Radical Amino Acid
Substitution.

Gene Charge Polarity Polarity and Size

NP (H3N2) 1.54* 2.5* 1.24*
NP (H1N1) 1.53* 2.46* 1.22*
HA (H1N1) 1.35* 2.26* 1.31*
HIV ENV 1.5* 2.07* 1.46*

*Two-sided Fisher test, P< 0.05.
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Discussion
We addressed a longstanding question in molecular evolution,
whether the observed Ts:Tv substitution bias is due to a muta-
tional bias or to selection disfavoring transversions. We found
that missense transversions are more detrimental to fitness than
transitions in two RNA viruses, influenza and HIV. Our study
therefore provides direct support for the selective hypothesis.

Furthermore, transversions are more detrimental even when
controlling for their greater likelihood of causing a radical amino
acid change. These data demonstrate that commonly used
classifications of amino acid changes may not adequately cap-
ture the varying selective constraints on different proteins.

The fitness differences between transitions and transver-
sions can be measured in multiple ways and are not well
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FIG. 5. Distribution of radical Ts and radical Tv. Empirical cumulative distribution functions of radical transitions (solid lines) and radical
transversions (dotted lines) in deep mutational scanning data sets of two NP proteins (A, top) and two antigenic surface proteins (B, top).
Computed for radical amino acid changes classified by charge (black), polarity (red), and polarity and size (blue). Odds ratio estimated by a Fisher
test comparing the odds of a radical transversion versus a radical transition to be at or below each of 19 fitness thresholds, beginning a t a fitness of
0.05 and increasing by 0.05, for the same data sets (A and B, bottom). Color scheme is the same as in the CDFs. Filled circles denote P<0.05 for a two-
sided test with Holm–Bonferroni correction. Lines shown to clarify trends only. Plotted data and raw P values can be found at https://github.com/
lauringlab/tstv_paper, last accessed September 26, 2017.
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FIG. 6. Distribution of conservative Ts and conservative Tv. Empirical cumulative distribution functions of conservative transitions (solid lines) and
conservative transversions (dotted lines) in deep mutational scanning data sets of two NP proteins (A, top) and two antigenic surface proteins (B,
top). Computed for conservative amino acid changes classified by charge (black), polarity (red), and polarity and size (blue). Odds ratio estimated
by a Fisher test comparing the odds of a conservative transversion versus a conservative transition to be at or below each of 19 fitness thresholds,
beginning at a fitness of 0.05 and increasing by 0.05, for the same data sets (A and B, bottom). Color scheme is the same as in the CDFs. Filled circles
denote P<0.05 for a two-sided test with Holm–Bonferroni correction. Lines shown to clarify trends only. Plotted data and raw P values can be
found at https://github.com/lauringlab/tstv_paper, last accessed September 26, 2017.
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described by a single summary statistic. In four analyzed DMS
data sets, the distribution of fitness effects of transversions is
shifted toward more deleterious effects. However, they differ
at the fitness level at which the shift occurs. We suggest that
one explanation for finding a null result is the use of AUC as a
summary statistic, which can overweight effects at the ends of
the fitness distribution and obscure differences in other
regions. In contrast, our use of a Fisher test and large DMS
data sets allowed for explicit comparisons of Ts and Tv fitness
effects along the distributions without sacrificing power.

Several observations support the idea that the small but
significant Ts–Tv fitness differences we identify are biologi-
cally relevant and can plausibly explain the Ts:Tv substitution
bias. First, despite variation in the Ts–Tv fitness differences,
transitions are never more detrimental than transversions,
and transversions are either similar to transitions or more
detrimental (table 3). This consistent trend suggests that
we are identifying a biologically important generality in the
effects of transitions and transversions and not simply subtle
variations in effects in the highly powered DMS data sets.
Second, the Ts–Tv fitness differences in many cases are similar
to or even greater than those between radical and conserva-
tive amino acid changes. For example, at the low-fitness end
of the HIV ENV distribution, the Ts–Tv fitness difference (fig.
3) is greater than that between radical and conservative
changes of any type at any fitness level for any gene studied
(fig. 4). The radical/conservative distinction has widely ac-
cepted evolutionary consequences—conservative substitu-
tions occur more often than radical ones in proteins under
purifying selection (Epstein 1967; Clarke 1970; Miyata et al.
1979; Zhang 2000; Miller and Kumar 2001; Duda et al. 2002;
Eyre-Walker et al. 2002; Popadin et al. 2007). If the fitness
differences between radical and conservative changes have
consequences for protein evolution, then the similar or
greater fitness differences between transversions and transi-
tions are likely to be consequential as well. Finally, the bio-
logical relevance of these effects is also supported by our own
and other measurements of Ts and Tv mutation rates in
several influenza strains (Bloom 2014; Pauly et al. 2017). The
Ts:Tv mutational bias is 2–3.6, significantly less than the av-
erage observed Ts:Tv substitution ratio of 5.24 in influenza
(Duchêne et al. 2015). These measured mutational biases
demonstrate that the selective and mutational hypotheses
for the Ts:Tv substitution bias are not mutually exclusive. An
important area for future work will be to determine the rel-
ative impact of the transitional mutational and selective

biases on the overall Ts:Tv substitution bias, particularly in
varying genomic contexts (e.g., coding vs. noncoding regions).

Although transversions are more likely to be radical than
transitions, this bias only partially accounts for the observed
differences in fitness effects. This is perhaps not surprising, as
the radical/conservative distinction may not capture the vary-
ing constraints on proteins of diverse structure and function.
For example, the radical/conservative distinction did not al-
ways predict fitness in viral genes. We suggest that the Ts–Tv
distinction might be able to better capture these differing
functional constraints because transversions are more likely
to be radical for a number of different amino acid categories,
not just the three analyzed here (Stoltzfus and Norris 2016).
Dozens of amino acid categories and many other metrics,
such those provided by Polyphen and SIFT, exist for predict-
ing the fitness effects of amino acid substitutions (Kawashima
et al. 2007; Kumar et al. 2009; Stoltzfus and Norris 2016). Any
one of our simple categories cannot themselves explain the
Ts–Tv fitness difference, but their combination, represented
in the Ts–Tv distinction, can be quite generally predictive of
fitness. Therefore, just as the radical/conservative substitution
ratio has been used to detect relaxed selection or positive
selection (Hughes et al. 1990; Eyre-Walker et al. 2002; Zhang
et al. 2002; Pupko et al. 2003; Zhang and Webb 2004;
Tennessen 2005; Shen et al. 2009; Wernegreen 2011), our
data support the use of the Ts:Tv ratio as an independent,
and perhaps more general, test of selection.

We focused on nonsynonymous point mutations because
the available evidence suggests that these have greater fitness
impacts than synonymous or noncoding mutations (Cuevas
et al. 2012). Significant fitness effects from synonymous sub-
stitutions are more often observed with large scale changes
rather than individual mutations; for example, a complete
change in the codon usage of a gene (Lauring et al. 2012).
Other selective pressures on synonymous or noncoding
sequences include regulation of replication and translation
(Groeneveld et al. 1995; Klovins et al. 1998), targeting by host
RNAses (Klovins et al. 1997), and GþC content and ther-
mostability of RNA structures with various functions
(Schultes et al. 1997; Smit et al. 2009; Watts et al. 2009).
Although it is possible that these selective pressures also con-
tribute to the observed fitness disadvantage of transversions,
the main factor is likely the amino acid change.

Our data suggest that the predictive value of the radical/
conservative amino acid distinctions may vary due to differing
functions of the structural and nonstructural proteins of

Table 3. Summary of Results.

Study Ts versus Tv Radical Ts versus Radical Tv Conservative Ts versus Conservative Tv

Analysis Type Increasing AUC CDF/Fisher CDF/Fisher CDF/Fisher

Influenza Total Tv worse* Tv worse
HIV ENV Tv worse* Tv worse*, except charge Tv worse*, charge
HA H1N1 Tv worse* Tv worse*, except charge Tv worse*, all types
NP H1N1 Tv worse* Tv worse*, polarity No sig. differences
NP H3N2 Tv worse Tv worse*, all types No sig. differences

*Statistically significant as described in Results.
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viruses. Genes encoding for the surface proteins often have a
history of intense frequency-dependent selection and may
exhibit tolerance to mutations that allow for immune escape
while preserving their essential functions of binding and fu-
sion (Stephens and Waelbroeck 1999; Plotkin and Dushoff
2003; Thyagarajan and Bloom 2014; Doud and Bloom 2016;
Visher et al. 2016). We therefore expected radical amino acid
changes, which may allow for immune escape, to exhibit a less
pronounced fitness disadvantage in the surface proteins (HA
and ENV) as compared with the internal NP proteins. This is
true for charge changes, but not for polarity and polarity and
size changes. This observation is also in agreement with two
studies of codon usage bias in HA and HIV ENV (Stephens
and Waelbroeck 1999; Plotkin and Dushoff 2003). These stud-
ies found that, as compared with nonantigenic regions or
genes, the antigenic regions exhibit a bias toward codons
that tend to mutate nonsynonymously, but not toward
codons that tend to mutate to radical polarity and size
changes. Charge changes were not evaluated. Thus, these
genes may be more tolerant of charge changes that allow
for immune escape. If correct, one might expect a bias toward
codons that preferentially mutate to radical charge changes
and that charge changes, rather than polarity and/or size
changes, more often lead to escape from host immune
pressure.

The observed Ts–Tv fitness differences suggest an
evolutionarily informed approach to improving antiviral
strategies. Mutagenic drugs have been used to cause extinc-
tion of a variety of viruses in cell culture, a strategy called
lethal mutagenesis (Anderson et al. 2004; Bull et al. 2007).
There has been little consideration regarding the choice of
mutagenic drug, and most commonly employed mutagens
cause transitions (Crotty et al. 2001; Ruiz-Jarabo et al. 2003;
Graci and Cameron 2008; Dapp et al. 2009). We suggest that
the most effective way to achieve lethal mutagenesis may be
by using drugs that increase the rate of the more deleterious
transversion mutations. In fact, a previous report from our lab
showed that the influenza RNA polymerase makes fewer
transversions than transitions (Pauly and Lauring 2015).
Additionally, 5-azacytidine, a mutagenic drug that causes
transversions, is more effective at reducing viral infectivity
than two drugs that cause transitions (Pauly and Lauring
2015). Given our results, we speculate that the same may
be true for HIV.

Here we find that despite being broad mutational catego-
ries, transitions and transversions can capture functional con-
straints in very different proteins in two viruses. Although the
underlying reason for the relative fitness advantage of tran-
sitions likely depends on the structure of the genetic code and
the accessibility of different types of amino acids, we have
shown that the reason is not as simple as the lower likelihood
of a transition causing radical changes of certain broad cate-
gories. One possibility is that the codon usage in RNA viruses
may have evolved in part to buffer a transitional mutation
load (Sanju�an 2010; Lauring et al. 2012) due to their high
mutation rates and underlying transitional mutation bias
(Drake and Holland 1999; Pauly et al. 2017). Identifying the
combination of biochemical factors that lead to the fitness

advantage of transitions, the relative effects of selection and
mutational biases on the overall Ts:Tv substitution bias, and
the degree to which these results extend beyond RNA viruses
will be important areas of further research.

Materials and Methods

Data
All fitness and site preference data were obtained from sup-
plementary material in the published articles or provided by
the authors directly. Please see the original papers for details
on measurements of fitness and site preference (Rihn et al.
2013, 2015; Thyagarajan and Bloom 2014; Doud et al. 2015;
Doud and Bloom 2016; Haddox et al. 2016; Visher et al. 2016).
To identify transition-only and transversion-only accessible
amino acid substitutions for the mutational scanning data,
we obtained the backbone nucleotide sequence of the genes
in which the amino acid substitutions were made. These were
provided in supplemental files in the published articles for HA
(H1N1), NP (H3N2), and HIV ENV. The sequence for NP
(H1N1) was obtained from Genbank (Accession number
EF467822.1; last accessed September 26, 2017). All sequences
can be found online at https://github.com/lauringlab/tstv_
paper, last accessed September 26, 2017. For all our analyses,
we excluded beneficial mutations, synonymous mutations,
and amino acid substitutions accessible by both transitions
and transversions or requiring more than one nucleotide
mutation.

AUC Analysis
Our AUC analysis was performed exactly as in Stoltzfus and
Norris 2016. An ROC curve plots the true positive rate against
the false positive rate of a binary classifier system as the dis-
crimination threshold varies. The AUC is the area under this
curve. Consider a hypothetical example in which a fitness
value between 0 and 1 serves as a discrimination threshold
used to predict whether a mutation is a transition or a trans-
version. A mutation with a fitness value above the threshold
level will be classified as a transition and below the threshold
level as a transversion. Thus, the true positive rate is the
proportion of transitions above the threshold and the false
positive rate is the proportion of transversions above the
threshold. If transitions and transversions do not differ in their
fitness effects, the true positive rate will be equal to the false
positive rate at all threshold levels and an ROC curve would
show a 1:1 line. The AUC in this null case is half of the total
ROC plot area, or 0.5. If transitions generally have a higher
fitness than transversions, the true positive rate will be higher
than the false positive rate at most threshold levels. The
corresponding ROC curve would have a steeper slope than
a 1:1 line and have an AUC>0.5. The greater the difference in
fitness between transitions and transversions, the greater the
difference between the true positive rates and the false pos-
itive rates, leading to a steeper ROC curve and a greater AUC.
The AUC is mathematically equivalent to the chance that a
randomly chosen positive instance of the classifier system is
ranked higher than a randomly chosen negative instance
(Hanley and McNeil 1982; Mason and Graham 2002). Thus,
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for our analysis, the AUC is the probability that a randomly
chosen transition has a higher fitness value than a randomly
chosen transversion. The AUC is calculated from the Mann–
Whitney U test (Hanley and McNeil 1982; Mason and
Graham 2002): AUC¼ (pairs�statistic)/pairs, where
pairs¼ number of transitions� number of transversions and
statistic is the Mann–Whitney U test statistic comparing the
fitness values of transitions and transversions. Statistics were
calculated using the wilcox.test() function in R. All P values
are for a one-sided Mann–Whitney U test where the alterna-
tive hypothesis is that transitions are ranked higher than
transversions.

Empirical CDF and Odds Ratios
Empirical CDF were computed using the ggplot2 stat_ecdf
function in R. Odds ratios were estimated by Fisher’s exact
test using the fisher.test() function in R. When the odds ratio
was calculated as infinite (e.g., when transversions fall below a
relative fitness threshold but no transitions fall below the
threshold), the estimated lower 95% confidence interval of
the odds ratio was plotted. All P values are for a two-sided
test. Holm–Bonferroni correction was implemented when
comparisons were performed at multiple fitness level thresh-
olds for a given data set.

Availability of Computer Code and Data
R version 3.3.2 was used for all data analysis and to create all
figures. Scripts and data are available online at https://github.
com/lauringlab/tstv_paper, last accessed September 26, 2017.
as are all plotted data along with unadjusted P values for all
figures.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and
Evolution online.
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